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Volume I1 - Computer Implementation 
J. S. Reaqer and P. H. Kretsinger 
Lockheed-Califbrnia Company 
This r e p r t  describes a generalized format rotorcraft  nonlinear 
simulation cal led R M O R  11. The program models s ing le  main ro to r  vehicles 
with up t o  seven main ro to r  blades. Wings, two horizontal  t a i l  planes, 
and auxil iary thrus tors  may be included t o  model a va r i e ty  of c o q m u ~ d  
h e l i c q t e r  configurations. 
Program output is  primarily i n  the  form of machine plot ted  t i n e  his- 
t o r i e s  specified 'from a s ignal  l ist .  This list i s ,  i n  turn,  user selected 
f'rom a s e t  of  computation variables used bjr t he  program. 
LIST OF SYMBOLS 
The symbols used in  t h e  PmOR 11 equations are qu i t e  numerous. I n  order t o  
keep t h e  catalog of symbols t o  manageable proportions a list of basic symbols 
is given, folloved by subscripts,  superscripts ,  and postscripts .  Honconforn- 
in& cases of usage together with complicated o r  obscure subscripting are fully 
annotatid in t h e  basic list. 
SYMBOLS 
a a rb i t r a ry  vector 




accelerat ion vector,  m / s  ( f t / s  ) 
a 1 longitudinal component of blade f i r s t  harmonic flapping, rad 
generalized mass element matrix 
A modal variables 
1,2,3 
Aln generalized displacement of nth blade, first mode 
m e  contr:.ct research e f f o r t  which has lead t o  the  results i n  t h i s  report 
was finar, ,ially supported by USARTL ( A E W C O M )  Structures Laboratory. 
C 
Ccl 
generalized displacement of nth blade, second mode 
generalized displacement of nth blade, third mode 
cosine component of blade first harmonic cyclic, rad 
number of main rotqr blades; arbitrary vector 
dissipation mction 
sine component of blade first harmonic cyclic, rad 
blade segment chord, m (ft) 
damping matrix - 
aerodynamic drag coefficient 
aerodynamic lift coefficient 
aerodynamic pitching moment coefficient 
power coefficient 
thrust coefficient 
linear damping, N/m/s (lb/ft/s ) 
rotary damping, N-m/rad/s ( f t-lb/rad/s ) 
blade bending to feathering couplings 
lift deficiency function 
infinitesimal iccrement 
increment in rotor, radius, m (ft) 
increment in time 
derivative with respect to time 
swashplate to feather gear ratio, zero collective 
swashplate to feather gear ratio slope with collective 
pitch horn effective crank arm, rn (ft) 
2 blade bending stiffness distribution, &m2 (lb-ft ) 
ground ef fect factor for main rotor 
factor;  force, N (lb) 
force components along X,Y ,Z direct ions,  N (lb) 
generalized force about #, 8,  $I axis  
feathering mode generalized force 
2 p a v i t y ,  m / s 2  ( f t / s  
gravity components along X,Y,Z direct ions 
gear r a t i o  
generalized force vector 
gyro angular acceleratfon p a r t i a l  product 
2 2 blade tors ional  s t i f f n e s s ,  N-m ( i b  - ft ) 
2 2 
= Cm. Xl , kg-m2 (slug-ft 
1 
2 2 
= Em. Yi , kg-m2 (slug-ft ) 
1 
2 2 
= Em. zi , kg-P ( s l u - f t  ) 
1 
2 
= mm. (Y,' + Z 2),  kg-m2 !slug-Tt ) 
1 i 
3 2 2 
= Em2 (xi- + Z, 1, kg-m2 (slug-ft 
A 
2 2 
= rm. (xi2 + yi2), kg-m (slug-ft ) 
1 
2 2 
= Emi Xi Yi, kg-m (slug-f't ) 
2 
= smi xi zi, kg-m2 (slug-i t  ) 
2 
= Emi yi zip kg-m2 (slug-ft ) 
un i t  vector 
uni t  vector 
advance r a t i o  
numbe? of blade rad ia l  s t a t ions ;  reduced frequency, 
rad/s; unit  vector 
spring matrix 
blade spring matrix element 
spring constants along X , Y , Z  e i rec t ion ,  N/m ( l b / f t )  
spring ra t e s  about +, 8 ,  4 axis ,  N-m/rad ( f t - lb / rad)  
location inboard feather  bearing, m ( f t )  
location outboard feather  bearing, m ( f t  ) 
r ad ia l  location of in tersec t ion  of precone and feather  
axis, m (ft) 
ro l l ing  moment, N-a ( f t - lb)  
mass of element, kg (slugs)  
summed fuselage coordinate mass, kg (slugs ) 
summed hub axis  mass, kg (slugs)  
mass of it& p a r t i c l e  o r  blade segment, kg (s lugs)  
swashplate summed mass, kg ( s lugs )  
pitching mome~t, N-m ( f t - lb)  ; = Emi, kg (s lugs)  ; mach number 
generalized mass matrix 
generalized mass matrix element 
= Emi Xi, kg-n (slug-ft) 
= Zmi Yi ,  kg-m (s lug-f t j  
= ,Emi Zi ,  kg-rn (slug-ft) 
moments about X ,Y , Z axis ,  N-m ( f t - lb  ) 
blade tors ional  moment, N-m/m ( f t - l b / f t  ) 
number of system par t i c l e s  
angular veloci ty a b o ~ t  X axis ,  rad/s;  p a r t i c l e  
main ro tor  p i tch  moment inflow, m / s  ( f t / s )  
generalized coordinate; angular veloci ty about Y ax i s ,  
rad/s 
d n  ro tor  r o l l  momcnt inflow, m / s  ( f t / s )  
generalized forcing function 
aerodynamic pressure times reference wing area, kg ( l b )  
t o t a l  nonnrain r o t o r  aerodynamic loads matrix 
t a i l  ro to r  torque, N-m ( f t - lb )  
general vector; radius of curvature, f%; angulsr veloci ty 
about 2 axis ,  rad/sec; notation f o r  (X,Y ,Z)  
s t a t i c  blade shape 
vector displacement of p a r t i c l e  p i n  X,Y,Z ax is  system 
vector Cisplacement of x,y,z or ig in  i n  X,Y,Z system 
gyro d h p e r  coupling r a t i o s  
Laplace variable,  path of motion of p a r t i c l e  p 
blade spl ine  length along neut ra l  axis  l o c i i ,  m (ft ) 
t i m e  
k ine t i c  energy, N-m ( f t - lb)  
t rans  formation of coordinates matrix 
velocity i n  X direct ion,  m / s  ( f t l s )  
po ten t i a l  energy function, N-m ( f t - lb)  ; s t r a i n  energy, N-m ( f t - lb  ) 
a i r  veloci ty on blade element, m/s ( f t l s e c )  
veloci ty i n  Y direct ion,  m / s  (ft/sec) 
t r a j ec to ry  ve1oc:ty 
veloci ty i n  Z direct ion,  m,'s ( f t l s e c )  
main ro tor  coi lec t ive  inflow, m / s  ( f t / s e c  ) 
tail ro to r  col lec t ive  inflow, m / s  ( f t / s e c )  
motion i n  X direct ion,  m ( f t ) ;  blade span locat ion 
coordinate directiaa; wds; deflection, x (f't); locatfon, 
a (ft); cross produrt 
blade radial station of sveep rad jog, r (ft) 
trqjcctow path, a (ft) 
tail -tor longitudiml force, r ( lb)  
n s o t i a  in Y direction, zr !-I 
coordinate arectioa; axis; deflection, r (ft); Location, a (ft) 
difference be- Y dircction loa t ions  of  q md neutral 
axis points of blade &mt, r (c) 
sotion i n  2 direction 
coordinate &rcctfoa; axis; &=flectitm, r (f't); location, re (rt) 
relative swwhplate vertical displacemeat vith respect to 
the hub, a (b t )  
teetering rotor unrftrsling, m (Tt 
hub set distance abowe fbselage set, a i f t )  
ha& set distance above sv8siqlafi.e set, ~n [ft) 
w-gle of attack, rad 
angle of attack v i t h  hub set, rad 
s i d e s l i p  angle, rad 
blade f e a t h e r i q  e e ,  rad 
feathering/pitch-horn bending or @-aznic torsion 
generalized coordinate displacenent 
blade droop relative to precoae angle, rad 
blade sweep angle, mi; dynamic s t a l l  delay, s 
trajectory path angle v i th  E set, rad 
l i m i t  deflection, rsd; freeplqr, rsd; snrsll ineresent 
tail rotor pitch - flap coupling 
damwash factor of ving on horizontal +dl 
vector notation of 4, 8 ,  * 
rotation about Y axis, rad 
collective blade angle, rad 
s i i e s l i p  at blade eleaent, rrd 
mir demstty, wm3, (sl-/a3) 
t i m e  constant, s ; natural period, s 
reathering axis precone, rad 
rotst ion about X axis, rsd 
feathering aagle, rad 
feathering aagle of bledt element of n g  blade, rad 
blade root reference feathzr angle, rad 
blade torsion, rad 
sum of blade tvist and torsion, rad 
vake angle of main rotor, rad, (deg) 
rotation about Z axis, rad; s idesl ip  angle vith hub s e t ,  rad 
control input axis rotation from suashpl.ate, rad 
pitch lead angle, rad, (deg) 
traJectoxy path yaw vith E set, rad 
main rotor apparent airflow w e ,  rad 
rotational speed, rad/s; sagvlar velocity, rad/s; 
natural frequency, radls 
3 p a r t i a l  derivative, derivation 
SUBSCRIF=?S 
=bitrary coordinate set a 
due t o  ae~odyr~amics 
a rb i t r a ry  :mrdi?late set b 
associated with .lade e l a s t i c  bending 
blade element coordinate system 
blade reference axis system f o r  tke  nt_h blade 
associated t-ith g i l o t  control input, chordwiae 
associated w i t h  c e ~ t e r  of grsvi ty location 
correct ive,  correction 
reiserring t o  d0~ay8sh 
refer r ing  t o  dynanic conpocent 
ear th  axis  
associated v i t h  powerplant - enqine 
esthateii 
fuselage axis;  associated v i t h  blade feathering 
refer r ing  t o  blade feather  axis  
essociated v i t h  feedback 
associated u i t h  fzathering of the nth -blade 
due t o  frictio: 
refer r ing  t o  gyro o r  gyro coordinate system 
associated v i t h  gas generator section of powerplant 
s s o c i a t e d  with gyro control feedback 
gyro t o  svashplate connection 




relat i r ig  t o  gyro gimbal unbalance 
r e fe r r ing  t o  hub o r  p r inc ipa l  reference ax i s  syster 
associated with hor izonta l  t a i l  
r e f e r r ing  t o  inflcw, p a r t i c l e  
r e f e r r i n g  t o  inboard f ea the r  bearing loca t ion  
s p r i r g  matrix index 
assoc ia tea  v i t h  blade attachment Joggle 
associated with gyro end of feedback r ~ d  l inkage 
associated with feedback rod coming from the  st& blade 
generalized mass index 
associated with lead-Lag damper 
s igni fy ing  l imi t ing  value 
blade node index, spr ing  matrix index 
associated with main r o t o r  
blade nunber index 
r e f e r r ing  t o  blade segment neu t r a l  ax i s  
newly determined value 
n o d  ( t o  a i r f l ow)  component 
per ta in ing  t o  no-rotating value 
r e fe r r ing  t o  outboard f ea the r  bearing location 
value from previous t i m e  s t e p  
associated with propel le r ;  perpendicula: blade zomponent 
r e f e r r ing  t o  p i t c h  horn 
generalized mass index 
r e fe r r ing  t o  r o t o r  a x i s  system 
associated v i t h  blade fea ther  reference value 
F. 
T?.IbP 
mt A .'1 
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r e f e r r ing  t o  cont ro l  kvro feedback l eve r  moment 
refet-ring t o  blade spanvise ve loc i ty ;  general mode; s t a t i c ;  
s t r u c t u r a l ;  s n a f t  
r e f e r r i n g  t o  blade segment shear center  
r e f e r r ing  t o  swashplate 
connand t o  svashplate 
r e f e r r ing  t o  svashplate  l i m i t  s t op  
steady conponect 
r e f e r r ing  t o  blade sveep angle l oca t ion  
associated v i t h  t r a j e c t o r y  path r e l a t i n g  to  E ax i s ;  
t angent ia l  blade component; blade torsior,; blade t w i s t  
associated w l t h  t h e  t a i l  ro+,or 
i n i t i a l  o r  t r im  value 
associated v i t h  blade t v i s t  ( b u i l t  i n )  
r e l a t i n g  t o  cont ro l  gyro unbalance 
associated with unsteady compment 
associated with v e r t i c a l  t a i l  
associzted with t h e  wing 
r e l a t i n g  tc coinponent i n  X d i r ec t ion  
r e l a t i n g  t o  component i n  Y d i r ec t ion  
relat i r ig  t o  aerodynamic component ir, Y d i r ec t ion  
r e l a t i n g  t o  component i n  Z d i r ec t ion  
r e l a t i n g  t o  aerounamic component i n  Y d i r ec t ion  
0 (nought ) associated with c o l l e c t i v e  value, coordinate ax i s  
value, with respect  t o  p r inc ipa l  reference axis, blade 
root  summation 
1,2,3 vit,h respect  t o  blade modes 1, 2, o r  3 
1s f i r s t  harmonic component s h a f t  a x i s  fea ther ing  
1 /4  c v i t h  respect  t o  blade 1/4 chord 
3/4 C with respect  t o  blade 3/4 chord 
' P H ~  associated with t h e  fea ther ing  mode o f  t h e  n t h  blade 
0 r e l a t i n g  t o  comyshent i n  t h e  $I di rece ion  
8 r e l a t i n g  t o  component i n  t h e  8 d i r ec t ion  
JI r e l a t i n g  t o  component i n  t h e  $ d i r ec t ion  
SUPERSCRIPTS 
I re fe r r ing  t o  i n e r t i a l  reference 
T matrix t ranspose 
(- 1 (bar) average quantity 
( ' 1  (prime) s lope with respect  t o  blade span 
( 0 1  (do t )  time der iva t ive  of  bas ic  quant i ty  
(.. (double dot ) second time der iva t ive  
(-1) matrix inverse  
(+I  vector  quant i ty  
POSTSCRIPTS 
( i  blade r a d i a l  s t a t i o n  index 
( n )  blade number index 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The presentation of the REXOR I1 softvare in this volume follows the 
multilevel hierarchid design of the program modules. A skeletal chart 
shoving the major camputationel paths is presented in Figure 1. 
The modules are discussed as f9llovs: 
a Section 2 - W H  - Level 1 Executive 
a Section 3 -FLY - Level 2 Executive 
a Section 4 - ACCEL - Level 3 Executive 
a Section 5 - GFORCE - Level 4 Erecutive 
a Section 6 - HASSP - Level 4 Executive 
The design of REXOR I1 at the executive level is based on the classical 
technique input-process-output. The process can be characterized as a signal 
generator, vith the output being a defined set of time-varying functions 
(signals) and the input 'lock beicg what is necessary to define the physical 
model and control the process. The characterization of REXOR I1 as a signal 
generator provides a mechanism for extensive output processing. The signal 
set generated can be identified as input to a variety of outpct processors. 
Examples are: 
a Printed time histories 
a Graphic displays 
Harmonic analyses 
a Frequency content analysis (FFT) 
REXOR I1 provides run-time output abilities in printed form and CALCOMP 
plots of selected signals. Deferred signal processing is provided at a 
tradeoff cost, the cost being the peripheral storage required to save the 
signals for processing later. If the peripheral storage allocated for signal 
data is other than SCRATCH (i.e., disappears after the run), then an economic 
recovery mechanism is automatically provided if the central computer should 
fail during execution. 
It should be noted that the concept of deferred processing does not have 
to be restricted to the type of signal analysis. The prorzssing environment 
is also optional. A time-sharing computing environment with foreground access 
to the saved signal set presents an aaded dimension of effective use of infor- 
mation to a costly computer model such as REXOR 11. 
Figure 1. - Skeletal  hierarchial chart. 
2. MAIN - LEVEL 1 EXECUTIVE 
The MAIH program is the REXOR I1 level  1 executive control program. The 
leve l  1 hierarchical chart presented i n  Figure 2 shows the  separation and 
collect  i on into input-process-output functions. The input routines include 
actual  data-read routines, a s  w e l l  as certain data preparation and in i t i a l i za -  
t ion  routines. A f lov diagram is  presented i n  Figure 3. Tie loop structure 
degicted provides multiple case processing. The determination cf a case t o  
be processed is made in  the input routine, READfR. The software development 
presented here is in relation t o  an IBM instal lat ion.  Slight variations are 
requlred t o  effect  the CDC overlay structw-e. These are discussed i n  
section 2.7. The generalized coordinate system i t?  defined for  each case by a 
s m a l l  set of input indicators. These indicators and required rolationships 
for  program control are described below. 
Genee ized  Coordinate Selection 
The elements G- -i.e generalized coord vector are determined by the rser 
v ia  input. The t o t a l  system consists of subsystess which w i l l  be identif ied 
with some physical entity. 
Eaeh subsystem can be optionally included by proper identif icati-n a t  the  sub- 
system level or i n  some cases, a t  the  coordinate level ,  i.e., the  selection of 
coordinates within a subsystem can be made. Required inputs and associated 
relationships are presented below. 
2.1.1 Blade subsystem 
Input 
-
rJB Nb lumber of main rotor blades 
0 5 Nb S 7 
=1 iridicates presence of bending mode #1 
=O indicates absence 
IM2 Bending mode 62 indicator 
IM3 Bending mode 13 indicator 
. , 
OATAP INIT 
C - i 
Figure 2. - REXOR I1 - l eve l  1 hierarchical chart. 
Figure 3. - REXOR I1 MAIN program. 
NBP Pitch horn bending indicator (elastic feathering) 
NPT 
"I 
Dynamic torsion indicator 
Relationships 
Total number of bending modes per blade, Nmb 
Total number of modes per blade, N,.
NM = NMB + NBP + .m 
G S N B P + N P T S l  (Mutually Exclusive ) 
Total number of coord in the blaee subsystem, NBS 
NBS = NB NM 0 5 NBS 5 28 
2.1.2 Swashplate subsystem 
Input 
ASP N~~ Number of swashplate coord. 
Relationships 
Specific values leentify specific subsets. Trivially, 
Nsp = 0 I No svashplate ge~eralized coord. 
Continuing, 
Asp = 1 =+ {qsp) = ZSP 
3.1.3 Reference subsystem 
a Input 
-
NREF N~~~ Number of REF coordinates 
N~~~ = 0, 6 
{ClRBp) = {x, y, 2. $ 9  0 ,  $}m 
2.1.4 SLr't subsystem 




IS1 X indicator S 
IS2 Ys 
IS3 z~ 
I S4 4s 
IS5 Os 
1s6 s 
A value of 0 means exclude 
A value of 1 means include 
a Relationships 
Total number of shaft  coord, NS 
2.1.5 Rotor subsystem {$IR 
a Input 
-
NR N~ Number of ro tor  coord 0 5 NR 5 1 
Total number of generalized coord, NTOTL 
ITOTL = NBS + ISP + NS + NREF + NR 
Subsystem vector lor?~t ions  within geteralized vector are: 
LSP L s ~  = L~~ + N~~ 
LS r 
"S = L~~ + N~~ 
mEF - LREF - 3 + +is 
A sununary of required inputs and the associated re lat ive  address (RA) 






2.2 hppt aad Initializaticn 
2.2.1 MmAD. - S U b p v  MTAP is a data-pnpuatioe routine, It pforrs 
tl=nt flacticns. 
Lists t k  cjaplete hta deck 
Prepurs a data stream for thc fnput algorith. of RSADII 
Senses and pxvxesses a special data block, 
3ke first item is self-expluutom, The input datr deck is listed as input 
except for the special data bla-k to be discussed. ?he second function, to 
prepre a data stream, requires -her camcnt. Tbt input mutine READIS 
rrprocesses an ZIlput record t h n  once, =sns to perfori tht task 
are trrditiuaelly installati- md soft- dtpclrdcnt. MTAP builds r data 
st- vith rultipie copies of a given record ukn pndcd, 
A a o r m l d a t a d e c k r q 3 t p  . c & e d b y r s p e c i i l d a ? a b Z o c L ~ 0 ~ 1 ~  
aain rotor ae-c data, Eiis cPIk is W e d  by its uun set of routines 
uhich are discussed in Section 2.3. 
A f lov disgrsra of ? IAm? is presented in Figure b. Lt skould be note  
:-t the inp~t s- is the standard H3RI'lW input UQ%% 5, and the p r m  
btr strem is FWTMB -dt  12. 
The subprupaa -nt, BLSEEF, ia aa infomati& m t e r  vhich 
pnssts iafomatioa fra8 the urodpmsic data input routine A M X X  bark ta 
W I  for use in other aerp routines, Z2iis is discussed fPrthcr in Secti-~ 2.3. 
2.2.2 READIS. - Subp- READIl cozltrarls the data deck process*ing as 
described in Scctica 3.1, of 'Jolmc 111. This proctssiw includes data unit 
nco@iticm; case data mmstruction; the wietiry: of master drk and case 
data; the punching of an edited rrsster data unit; s e t t w  sigmal, sot, 
print default values; and fha l ly  the processiw of s- label md title 
cards, 
?iDA!rq &character date, input 
C A S E I D  &character case identification, out* 
SAVED bical variable for control 
.P. - raster data not saved 
.T. - master data sand 
- 
WRiTE-WT + REIlMlO fM) DATA' ILLIX. UNIT 
- 
P i g u n  4, - MTAP flov diagram. 
E W E  Logical variable for ccntrol 
.F. - more data to process 
.T. - no more data to process 
Logical variable for contrcll 
.F. - not a case data unit 
.T. - a case data unit 
A flow diagram 5s presented in Figure 5. 
2-2.3 TTrPREP. - Subprogram XE?EP is a data preparation routine, Main rotor 
blade bending xwie data is asscm'bled for the modes desired. M e  data for up 
kr three rsodes m y  be defined in the input addresses, The modes desired can 
be any subset of t k  defined modes. Also, mdal  data is defined in a lert 
handed Z do= coordinate systcra, This rJutine rotates the data into a 2 up 
system, 
Eat% associated vith the shaft subsystc~. -quire shuffling also, if a 
ccordinate subsystmn is chosen. Stiait spring and damper input matrices are 
rcv and coluznr shuffled accordingly. 
2.2.1 - IlfIT, - Subprograa! IBIT perfom a collection of loosely b a d  fmc- 
tions associated v i th  the initialization of a case. These Iunctioas include 
tke ow t i m e  calculations of subsystem inertias and mass matrices. Thc units 
of same inputs are converted, Certain transformation matrices vtich vill 
remain coastant throughout Ult case are calculated. Finally, the geaeralized 
coordinates and the auxiliary coordinates are initialized. Certain equations 
of interest are pesented klov.  
Main rotor blade -s: 
Elade inertia: 












O f  DATA ITEMS b 
h 
A 
In1 - IR2 
d 
Figure 5.  - Concluded. 
Total inertia: 
-8 of the transmission rount relative to the hub 
*ere [kH] is given by equation 351, Volue I end [%] is given by equation 
353, voltme I. ~ s o .  the   us el we u t s  [w]~, given by equation 362 or 
Voluc I, is calculated. Transionas calculated in IEIT include the transform 
iroa rotor to blade. For each blade, n, 
rcos sin *m 0 1 
I 
The fuselage-to-transmission mount base is also computed 
In the notation above, TE, depicts the standard Euler transformation. 
The ranaining initialization details will not be repeated here. The 
reader should refer directly to the code. 
2.3 ~ & d c  Data Input and Reparat ioa Modules 
The main rotor aerodynamics of REXOR I1 are handled via a tabze lookup 
method for the functions: 
A representat ive s e t  of  data is b u i l t  i n t o  the  progrea. Houever, t h e  user  
may provide h i s  o m  tables  t o  t h e  progrem, F'urther, tvo sets of t ab les  may 
be pro-iided with a provision t o  s h i f t  from one set t o  t h e  other  as a iunction 
of blade stat ion.  Another requirement of t h i s  simulation is the  compatibility 
of input format v i th  those of t h e  C-81 Rotor P r o g r e .  Compatibility has been 
achieved by i n s t a l l i n g  t h e  necessary input and in terpola t ion  routines borrowed 
f r o m  t he  C-81 program. C-81 routines ins ta l l ed  i n t a c t  o r  i n  a s l i g h t l y  modified 
form include: 
me F u c c t i o ~  of these routines and others  w i l l  be br ie f ly  described belou. 
2.3.1 ABLOCK, - The user can supply t o  the  program on a once-per-run basis ,  
e i the r  a replacenent set 2 of aero data o r  an added set 1 t o  the  ex i s t ing  set 
o r  both, The d e t a i l s  of t h i s  mechanism arc described i n  Volume 111. If an 
aerodynauic data set is sensed by the  routine DATAP, then ABLQCK is cal led,  
This r o u t b e  controls the  input of the  aerodynamic block sensed by causing 
the data  t o  be read i n t o  the  proper tables via subprogram R D A T B .  
Argments L i s t  
I N  FOWRkUI input unft.  Designated as 5.  
SETID Set I.D. as sensed and supplied by DATAP. It is  an 
alphanumeric s t r i n g  of the form 
NUMSET An i d e n t i f i e r  which vill indica te  which sets have been input,  
=1 s e t  one only 
=2 s e t  two only 
=3 i f  both s e t s  
2.3.2 - REDATB. - Subprogram REDATB simply reads i n  an aerodynamic table. 
All tab les ,  i.e., CL, CD, and CM are of the  same form. Subprogram ABLOCK, 
which calls .EDATB, controls which t ab le  is  read. The t ab le  formats a r e  
detai led i n  volume 111, 
Aruuments L i s t  
C Table name 
Table s i ze  parameters 
In PORTRAll input unit 
2.3.3 TABOUT. - Subprogrm TABOUT performs two functions. F i r s t ,  if tables 
have been input, TABOUT v i l l  list those tables  on the standard output device. 
Second, a l l  tables to be used by the progrgn art fbrther prepared f ~ r  the
interpolation routine. This preparation is in i t i a ted  f o r  the  required 
tables by ca l l s  t o  routine TABFIX. 
2.3.1 TABFIX. - Subprogram TABFIX scans the table  specified and prepares 
associated information tables fo r  l a t e r  use by the interpolating routine, 
CLCDCW. The intent  is to provide infomation vhich w i l l  speed up the  argu- 
lrcnt bracketing process. 
2.3.5 - TAKZH. - Subprogram !UKEH uses the  interpolation routine, CLCDCM t o  
prepare tuo functions for  use by the dynamic STALL routine. The two functions 
are 
The functions vill be i n  t ab le  form suitable fo r  f a s t  interpolation by 
routine X'lW1. 
2.4 Output Modules 
2.4.1 PRIRII), PRIER. - This multiple entry routine produces a formatted 
l i s t i n g  of the  program inputs. The entry PRIEPD produces a l i s t i n g  of master 
data and PRIlFPC produces a l i s t i n g  of case &ta i n  the form of an exception 
report. 
2.4.2 OUTPUT. - This routine pr ints  block time histories.  The block s i ze  
is up t o  s i x  rows of eight variables each. The quantities to be printed are 
selected f rom the  signal s e t  with the pr in t  pointers, ~ ~ ( 4 8 ) .  The corres- 
ponding titles are gathered fram the PLAB array, and the  f i r s t  eight charac- 
t e r s  of each signal t i t le  are -sed. The f i r s t  and l a s t  points are always 
printed. An input, PFREQ, controls the  pr int  frequency. The user control 
of the block tiw history output generated by t h i s  routine is discussed 
i n  Volume 111. 
Arguments List 
SI CUNI The number of the FORTRA6 unit which holds the signal data. 
The value is set in the calling routine, MAIN. 
NPTS The number of points saved in the sigoal set. 
CASEID 8-character case identification. 
2.4.3 HARM. - This subprogram will provide harmonic analysis output for up 
-
to 50 signals. The output vill consist of the Fourier coefficients 
a 
n A 
f(x) cos nx dx 
2 n 
bn f(x) sin nx dx 
for n = 1, -- , 8 (8 harmonics). 
The data will also be presented as phase-amplitude information where: 
Subroutine limitations are arbitrary and include: 
The period of the functions analyzed is 2n 
Eight and only eight harmonics 
A maximum of 50 functions can be analyzed. The functions must be 
defined in the signal set. 
Ara~lcnts List 
lOPTS Number of points in signal set 
SIGUlOI The number of the FOFtTRAN unit which holds the signal data. 
CASEID kharacter case identification fc- output 
TCYCLE Numbe: of cycles consumed in TRIM 
2.4.4 - FORIT. - Subprogreun F'ORIT is derived from the IBM Scientific Subroutine 
Package, It performs a Fourier &sis of a periodically tabulated function 
by camputing the coefficients of the desired number cf terms in the Fourier series 
series (Reference 1) : 
M 




FlOl Vector of tabulated function of length B 
A The number of samples over the interval (0, 2n) 
M Maximum order of harmonics to be fitted 
A Resultant vector of Fourier cosine coefficients of 
length M+1 
B Resultant vector of Fourier sine coefficients of length M+1 
IER Resultant error code when 
IER = 0 no error 
IER = 1 I < W + l  
IER = 2 M < O  
2.4.5 - GRAPH. - Subprogram GRAPH controls the generation of CALCOMP plots. 
This includes the opening and closing of plots as required by CALCOMP software. 
Further, a logical decision is made as to whether there are enough points to 
plot. Plotting is not accomplished unless sufficient points are available. 
The plotting of signals is performed by a subordinate routine, RCPLOT. 
Arguments List 
NPTS Number of points in signal set 
SIGU131 Logical unit number of signal set 
MORE Sign-off signal. A logical variable which if false then 
sign-off. 
FENTRY First entry signal. If .TBrLIE. then first entry, so open 
plots. 
CASEID 8-character case identification. 
A diagram is presented in Figure 6. 
2.4.6 RCPMT. - Subprogram RCPLOT is the CALCOMP plot generator. Up to 
100 signals from the signal set can be selected for plotting. Only a few 
words concerning plot specifications are presented here. Details concerning 
user options and control are set forth in Volume 111. 
Although the number of points saved in the signal set is open-ended, 
dimension statements within this routine have arbitrarily set the maxirmun 
number of points per signal at 20'.8 This number can be extended. 
Plotting p-oceeds in a frame-oriented manner. Signals are collected 
four at a time for plotting on a frame. A minimum frame size corresponding 
to a standard 8-112" x 11" page is produced so that CALCOMP continuous 
paper rolls can be cut page size. If time his+,or; zignals ere longer than 
the minimum, then the abscissa is coctinued the necessary amount. A sample 
frame can be found in Volume 111. 
Aruuments List 
NPTS Number of points in signal set 
TSCLE Abscissa scale factor, sec/in. 
m E Q  Plotting frequency, i.e., 
=l, plot every point 
=2, plot every other point 
=3, plot every third point, etc. 
Figure 6. - GRAPH flow diagram. 
SICUNI Logical unit containing signal set 
CASEID 8-character case identification. 
2.4.7 t3SCA.U. - Siven a signal to be ~'otted, BSCALE determines a plot scale 
factor such that the signal is restricted to a 2-inch channel. 
Arguments List 
X Array to be scaled 
N Nmber of points in array 
DY Scale factor of the form 
DY = 1 x loEa 
DY = 2 x lona 
NA Exponent above. 
2.4.8 PDATE. - PDATE is an installation-dependent routine designed to provide 
the date in character form. The subroutine argument is an eight character 
variable of the form: 
NDATE = MM-DD-YY 
2.4.9 PAGE. - Subprogram PAGE performs a page eject on unit 6 when called. 
A page header is produced with the case identification, date, and REXOR I1 
input titles 1 and 2. On exit, a line counter is set to 5. 
Arglmeats List 
ICT Line count on exit 
CASEID 8-character case identification 
NDATE 8-character date 
TITLES REXOR I1 title array with dimension (15, 4 )  
2.5 MASGEN 
Subprogram MASGEN i s  an  alt<;.nate process cont ro l  program. It is 
opt iona l ly  invoked from MAIN. Its funct ion is t o  generate  a generslized 
mass matrix v i a  ptr tUrbbt i0n tedhniques where 
A aass matrix generated by t h i s  methoc? provides an exce l len t  diagnost ic  t o o l  
fo r  studying the  correctness  of t h e  rohputed mass matrix when new equations 
are developed. MASGEN i s  not  necessary t o  t h e  operat ion,  but i s  provided for 
poss ib le  f u t w e  use. A flow diagram is  presented i n  Figure 7. 
2.6 Block Data Subprograms 
A number of block da t a  subprogrrzs a r e  present  i n  the  program. A list 
of t h e  subprograms and t h e  LbBELED COMMON'S within each is presented. 
NAME ?OMMCN LABEL 
- - -- 
DESCRIFTION 
BLOCKA /TAB / Main r o t o r  blade aerodynamics 
/CLACLO/ 
BLOCKB /CONSTS/ Constants 
BLOCKC /NAMES / Input parameter names 
BLOCKD /LABELS/ Signal l sbe  ' e f a u l t  s e t  
BMCKE /RAINIT/ Default r e l a t i v e  addresses for t h e  signa.1 
s e t ,  p r i n t ,  and p lo t  t a b l e s  
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F i m  7. - W E E  flow diagram. 
Fhc i m p l e a t i o n  o f  m o v e r 4  structure in a CDC environment rcquircs 
the restructuring of the softvuu Into a series of progrsras. The =--tion 
flou must be acplieit3.y defined vithin the source statcnnts of the various 
pholgrru. The chpgcs required to convert IBI( sortvart as described here t o  
C # : s o i h A n i s ~ f ~ .  Thtrem&rcsnrefertoFigurc3,~RII!YAI?l 
progar. Spbprogra mxY is elevatal to program status and placed in 
pairy o v e r 4  1. It is i n k e d  by r CAU OVBIUAT (PFILE, 1, 0,  RECALL) i r  
place of CALL READII. 
T h e C l l C L t S H P l ,  CALL-, CALLFLY scquenceof t h e W L I E ~ n a g r a a n  
rcrorcd, md even pragu status as PROGlUn PROCgSS. T h q  an placed i n  
primmy -4 2. Subroutine HAI# is also glrcsl program status, and placed 
in overlay 3. Mna2ly. submutine RCPLOT is gircr progrsn status, and 
placed in primry mlq b .  The r t s p t l v e  calls hnre b u n  altered. Data 
coamications vhich ufsted through arm lists are bandled through 
labem& COIWlaS. 
Thc level 2 hierarchical chart for  a Y  is presented i n  P i g u n  8. a? 
is 8 sccoadary executive routine vhich controls the ca;lc\iistion of the 
geaeralized coordinates, thus, generating a l l  the desired t h e  s i w .  PLY 
is primarily a loop structure built ar-d the integrators as shown i n  
Piguc 9, !?be elements of tbe loop an described belw. 
A f l o w  dialp.a cf  FLY is presented i n  Figure 10. A n\.abu of progar 
cauaters and run controls are defined k l o v  fo r  further clarif ication,  
The program variable TRIHD is a logical  variable vhich is in i t i a l ized  
rs false and under certain conditicms is set t o  the valut, true, within t h e  
TRIM subprogre, The variable TRUIED indicates if tk vehicle triamed. The 
ruiable l4WMP is the generalized mass matrix canputation flag. It is 
i- i t i r l ized as true. The &able DISPWX flag is the display matrix il.g and 
is i d t i a l i z e d  es false. Other variables are: 
BFTS Bmber of points saved i n  the signal set 
PTME R-ajectorg tirt masured fkcm end of TRIM.  Its primary 
use is as the argment to the p i lo t  ,oatrol tables 
I C  Integration step counters used for  logic control within 
1- the integration routines. 
AZf MI¶ Blade azkuth  step counter vithin one rotor nvolut ioa 
CYCLE A count of caapleted rotor rerolutions. Blade 1 is the 
reference 
CTEST T r i m  convergence t e s t  control counter 
TCYCLE A couct of the nunber of cycles required t o  trim 
LTICK Elain rotor pip counter. Counts bi&s crossing the 
fuselage 
lDCC The number of second order dif ferent ia l  equations i n  the 
generalized coordinate s e t  t o  be integrated. This count 
is altered in  TRIM 
10E The number of auxiliary different ia l  equations t o  be 
integrated, 

Pigun 9. - F'LY calculatioa; loop. 
h e  shoald note that i f  i n  the iuture nev -1- different ia l  cquatioas 
are defined, the wuieble, RE, defined above mst k changed t o  tk correct 
COM~.  -:t should also k pointcd out for  future consideration that a f'unda- 
mental asmmption upon entry in to  FLY is that the generalized coordinete set 
has been defined and i n i t i a l  values for  the vectors GC(I), G(=D(I), and 
CCDD(1) have been made. 
The arguments i n  the call ing sequence t o  PLY are primarily output 
oriented. 
CASHE 8 character case identification vhich originates i n  
aEADIll 
XER Error indicator. Ini t ia l ized i n  UAIE. V a l u e  se t  vithin 
A m .  
SIUmI F'ORElAH logical unit  for  storcrge of output signals. 
The remaining arguments UPTS and TCYm are defined shove. 
Given, the generalized coordiaate vectors, and the nccesaary indicators, 
this subprogram defines the  program problem coordinates. T b  gtnvdl ized 
coordinate vector is 
Figure 10. - FLY flow diagram. 
similarly for 
and 
The folloving definitions and coord options ere atailable. 
For each blade, n = 1, ..., % 
Bending Modes 
Likewise for 
Pitch Horn Bending (Elastic ?'eathering ) 
If HBP = 1, then 
Likewise for 
% and pn 
Also, since pitch horn bending and dynamic torsion are mutually 
exclusive , 
Dynamic Torsion 
If m = 1, then 
Likewise for 
Also 
NOTE: Quasi-static pitch horn bending and torsion 
-
are available as alterrative models. 
m: No provision has been made at this time 
for the special case vhere NBS = 0 ,  i-e., no 
blade system. 
Svashplate Options N SP = 0, 1, 2, 3 
N s ~  = 3 All active 
Similarly for 
iSP and tS 
.. i, and Z* 
@SP and 09)  as defined in Option (lisp = 3 )  
cos $ -sin $ 
BSP = 0 
zsP is definsZ as in  option (ISp = 2) 




Shaft Subsystem Options IS = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 ,  6 
LikeMse for 
and 
For options where NS < 6, a special vector compress-deconpress routine 
assigns the appropriate coordinates. 
Rotor Subsystem 
This subprogram w i l l  compress a vector, X, t o  a vector,  Q; 
o r  decompress a vector, Q, restoring X, 
by using r uappiag Function, I N D ,  of indicators .  The indicators  operate 
posftionally. If an element is  1, the  corresponding element of X is  passed 
t o  4. Also, 




COMPR l og ica l  variable 
If COMPR = .TRUE., then X is compressed t o  Q. 
If  COMPR = .FALSE., then the  vector X i s  
reconstructed from Q. 
IND Vector of indicators  used i n  the  mapping. 
I N D i  = 1, then element i is t o  be passed 
1NI)i = 0 ,  then element i is t o  be ignored 
Input /Out put 
I f  COMPR = .TRUE. 
then X ( 6 )  is  icput  
Q(N) is output. 
I f  COMPR = .FALSE. 
then Q ( N )  is icput  
~ ( 6 )  is output. 
Undefined X ' s  w i l l  be s e t  t o  zero. 
3.4 TRIM 
Subprogram TRIM provides a means by which the  equations represent ing tl-e 
vehicular system can be put i n  a so ca l l ed  s t a t e  of equilibrium. Actually,  
a more general capab i l i t y  i s  ava i lab le .  Find x such t h a t  
The algorithm t o  solve t h i s  problem i s  simply s t a t ed  
hn(x) = hn-l(x) + k* ( f n ( x )  - c ) .  
The user can cl;oose up t o  t e n  funct ions and t en  corresponding independect 
var iab les  from a supplied tab le .  The co l lec t ion  of funct ions i s  not t r e a t e d  
a s  a system but r a the r  a s  independent relat ionships.  Convergence i s  deter- 
mined not by monitoring the  function, g (x ) ,  but r a t h e r  t h e  r e l a t i v e  change 
i n  t he  independent var iab le  over one ro to r  revolution. Convergence i s  
assumed i f  
f ~ r  a l l  x. x* i s  t h e  value a t  t h e  end of t h e  previous cycle.  
A general,  not de ta i led ,  flow diagram is  presented fn Figure 11. 
It shculd be noted t h a t  d u r i x  t r i m  t h e  reference subsystem and t h e  
rc;tor subsystem a r e  not integrated. Thus, a s  indicated on t h e  diagram 
c e r t a i n  coordinate overrides must be performed. 
T RIM BACKUP HAS 
BEEN REACHED. 
SIWAI rRIamEo 
RETRlf VE CON1 ROL 
VARIARLES. CV 
CTEST = CTEST +1 
-- 1 PASSED 
RETRtEVE CONTROL 
VARIABLES. CV 





Figure 11. - VIM flow diagram. 
The coordinate overrides are 




BC lurber of cant-i laws 
CYP(10) Contml variable pointers 1301-13lO 
FUNCP(10) Control function pointers 13ll-1320 
cVE(i0) Convergence errors 1321-1330 
CYK( 10 ) Control variable gains 133-1310 
~ m c ~ ( l 0 )  Desired function values 67i-680 
TCL';' T r i ~  cutoff, cycles 36 
The description of argments are: 
'IRMED Logical variable indicatiry trim condition 
CYCLE n i n  rotor c-ie count 
CPgST Trim c o n ~ e  cycle indicator 
IC Gereralized cooldinate integmtor control 
'iCC C c n d i  zcd coordinate corm$ . 
TmCIg Cycle n u k r  when system declared tr- 
This is a mltiple entry subpmgma design& to retrieve and store trim 
v t e r s  which an defined in various COmOllS. The process is table 






































































A description of the arguments is 
POMTR V e c t o r  of 19 pointers. The values are dram frora the ID 
n-bers defined i n  the definitior; table. 






















Common Sock Idtnt . 







Q u a ~ t i t r  Haae 
- 
F'SIR 
$s PHIS E DISPS(L) 
0s THTS E DISPS(S 




' E PHIE 5 AUXE(~) 
'E T-YETE E AUXE(2) 
*E F'SIE -= A U X E ~ ~ )  
. 
I 
Figure 12. - ~ V E / S T O R E  f l o v  diagram. 
TRBL( 3,3,7) COMMlX!/mEWS/ trausforms frm rotor t o  blades, 
computed i n  WIN. 
Subpropsm TF0RV-i uses one subordinate routine, m. EULERl' evaluates 
a general Euler transformation. The of BlIZRT is expressed irrrctionrlly 
as 
Output 
All transforms appear sod are available thru labeled CoX!/TPDRBS/. 
The transforms arc defined belav. 
Hub t o  Rotor 
Hub t o  Blade a 
for each blade n = 1, . . . , . 
5 3  
H-ib t o  Svashplate (Rotating) 
Mount Base t o  Hub (Transmission Isolation system) 
Reference to Earth 
[T, -.I - TE (-4. -0.. - 
3.7 EULRRr 
This prograr calculates the guler transformation matrix given by 
cos I, sin 9 
T(#)  a [-si;* COY !] 
cos e o -sine 
T(0)  = 1 [..: 0 ..:I 
Input 
O - PHI , R a d i a n s  
0  - TBETA, Radians 
J r -  PSI , Radians 
011tput 
-
TE - ~ ~ ( 3 ~ 3 )   x 3 transformation matrix 
Given the basic reference motions, this  routine computes rll major linear 
and angular motions except blade and blade element motions. !hey are computed 
elstvhere. The equations of interest arz presented belov. 
Gravity i n  Ref System 
I:\ - REP 
Reference Accelerat~on 
u =\!!I + I 4 3 1  -[! -! -1 lj u 
REF REF REF REF REF 
Enrth Rates 
iE = (b sin 4E Y r REF cos + E ) / ~ o s  BE 




U t  fty 
= ACCRF ( 4 )  
= ACCRF ( 5 )  
= ACCRF (6) 
. . 
= ACCRF (1) 
= ACCRF (2) 
= ACCRF (3) 
Velocity and acceleration of, MB relative to fuselage 
use routine LINVEC with arguments 
9 9 
F-MB 
Mount Base (Transmission support) 
x0 ) 















iv., = I , j  
MB-H 
then 
Using program IU'GVEC, compute 





= WSP(1) (ri = wsp(2) SP = wsp(3) 
FORTRAN 
- 
- m ( 1 )  
= m ( 2 )  
- 
 VR( 3). 
Eq 159 of Vol. I 
Gravity i n  the rotor system 
This subprograr coarputn general linear inertia velocity md accelm- 
t ion  vectcrs of the fora 
all ar-ts are ( 3 x 1) vcctors. 
3.10 M a  
Ibc subroutine carputes genera]. a q w h r  velocfty and acceleration vectors. 
The armmmt list is (U, VM, A, AD, ADD, UB, UDB) where 
W =  derivative of UX 
A = derivative of A 
0 
T(3)  = 
-sin 4 cos b 
- s i n 8  0 - c o s 8  






Subprogram ClTROL a~sembies p i lo t  controls with trim inputs and s t a b i l i t y  
supentat ion inputs. These coebined inputs then operate the  rotor and fixed 
surface panels. Controls are  presented i n  Section 7 of Voluaat I. Thc general 
flou of the routine is depicted i n  Figure 13. Hotice i n  the  diagram tha3 an 
abbreviated set of equations is used during TRIM. Whereas, during PLY,  p i l o t  
caatrol  tables and SAS inputs are active. 
During trim, the control equations are given by the following equations. 
90 = (5 8 o,T) variable 
s P = Kpm (%6p,T) variable 
6 ~ s  = h ( I d  constant 
6 i w  = ' i v ~ s  (' i v , ~ ~  1 constant 
























T O ~ ~ ~ c  
* A 
Figure 13. - ClPTROL f l o w  diagram. 
During =Y, a number of pilot controls q be input as a function ci the. 
The controls available are Xcp, rep. 6pp, 0 9 ,  6%. 5 
These functions are evaluated interpolation, SAS inputs 
art available for six functions, XcSAS, YcSAS, 
6Rw~s. Tbe SAS logic is found in routine, 
straight forward and can be fount2 in Volmte I and in the program listing. 
Finally, stick actuators are applied to the longitudiml and lateral stick 
controls. Actuator logic is depicted in Figure lb for the X-stick. Similar 
logic applies to the Y-stick. 
i i )  i L t 1 i L l  
6 MAX 
TWOCHANNELS % AND Vc 
P + 
F i g w e  11. Actuator logic. 







This is  a general SAS control routine. The SAS block diagram i s  pre- 
sented i n  Figure 15. The d i g i t a l  implementation of that  diagram is 
All integrals  havt zero i n i t i a l  conditions 
The error s ignals  are of the  form 
The routine is invoked by the c a l l  
CALL sAS<EA, EB, S.4SD, 11, 12, I D 1 ,  I D 2 ,  XSiiS) 
where 
EA \ B r c r  s ignals  

SASD Vector of  c o n a t ~ . t s  for  t h e  particular control vhere 
' Feedback gains 
K2 
K3 F i l t e r  gain 
K1 Frequency breakpoinr 
KL Output gain 
2 
T F i l t e r  time constant 
CLIy Limiter 
I1 I1 Low pass f i l t e r  i n t eg ra l  
I 2  I2 Washout i n t eg ra l  
t o  be in tegra ted  elsewhere 
ID2 I2 
=AS Control output 
3.13 CYCLIC 
Subroutine CYCLIC provides t h e  l inkage between t h e  swashplate and t h e  
mair. ro tor .  
The main ro to r  co l l ec t ive  is detemined i n  CNTROL. However, the asso- 
c i a t ed  derivat ives  a r e  determined here. 
The cyc l ic  arigles a r e  
= ( )  [4sp sin BG + esp cos ~~1 
BlS = ( [dsp cos dG - oSP sin B ~ I  
The derivatives are 
i s  = ( )  tisp sin BG + is, eos eG1 + (i) 6 (d/~i 
1 
i s  = ( )  ti, cos fiC - is, sin eG1 + (i) io B ~ ~ / ( ~ / E )  
1 
. . 
AIs = (+) [ySp sin BG +aSP Cos B ~ I  
+ 2 (%) i0 :is, sin 0 + iSp cos dG1 
1 G 
+ ($1 1 *io Als/(d/~) 
. . 
BIS = k) ['is, cos B G  - .. eSP ~ i r  BG1 
CoS B G  - is, sifi B G I  
This routine computes partial derivative matrices relating a set of 
dependent coordinates, T, to  a set of independent coordinates, T 1. Not a l l  
program partials are computed here. Those computed i n  this routine are 
where 
= AIS sin ($ + I ~ ~ ~ )  + elS COB (OR + *BLn) C 
{ 1 i s  an angle subset of n 
= AIS sin ( 4 ~ ~  + qBLn) - BIS cos (lR + "Lnn) 
n 
I . 9 9 9 9 ~ e ~ 9 . 9 . 9 r n . 9 9 g ~ -  
: cos JI ,  
8 
8 9
. sin 8 
s 
This roatiw perf>= auxiliary calculations for output. Tht quantities 
coq,%ed a-e stsred Lr the -tor, ObTD, which is defined in c O m O X  and is 
therelare availa3le for sigial definition. Definitions of the currently def'ind 
d a p t n t s  of o m  foU0v. 
Speed in the reference s ~ t m  
2 ) - REF 
Angle of sideslia 
OZPPI)(3) = sin -1 57.29578 
Flmt path aa6le 
Attitude gain 
OUTD(l2) = he - ho (input) 
Seven functions a t  three blade stat ions on blade 1 a l e  made avai lable  
prj.mnri1.y for harmonic analyois. The routine vill assemble data a t  the 
stat ions c l o s e s t  t o  25, 50, and 75 percent blade radius. 
The seven functions are 
Span force 
Inp?.oae shear 
8 F l a ~  shear 
Flap mment 
a Inplane rrrmt 
Torsion, aem only 
hmctions ere tquiralenced to the OUTD vector, OWD(13) tbrougb OUTD(33). 
SICGX is the signal genemtor routine. It will collect, up to a 
o f  200, signals f x m  kl& COBWB. This is accaplished by a pointer army, 
SLOC, uhich is input. Esch signal collected can be scaled w i t h  a unit con- 
verter, one for each signal input. These mil t ip l iers  are also input, UC. 
Arguments List  
STIWE ~ e c t o r y  t i m e  
EFT'S 3unber of t u x  points output on ait 
SIC[WI Logical unit on vhich the data is vri t ten 
Subprograat IJVASB calculates inain rotor an& tail rotor inflow functions, 
3.17.1 Main rotor 2quntions 
Thc derivativts are integrated 1ocaU.y using a hiler integrator 
3.17.2 Tail rotor equations. - The tai; mtor functions are hmdled by first 
order log equations. 
Longitudinal Flap Angle 
The superscript n, stands for iteration number. The tai.. rotor funct lons 
Y I ~ ~  an': AIRk are comzted in subprogram LOADS. 
-A-static torsion f s  optionally caaputed by s u b p v  TORS, The func- 
t i o n  evaluated h e n  is described i n  d e t a i l  i n  Section 5.6-5 of Volume I, 
Quasi-static p i tch  horn Wing is optionally ccmptted by subpmgram 
WORB. The feathering angle incrcslcnt due to  pi tch  horn bending is detemined 
by a first order log  equation f o r  ench blade 
The reader can re fe r  t.o Section 5.6.6 of Volume I. 
A n  engine can be modeled as described i n  Section 5.10 of Volume I. The 
engine equstion; are evaluated within subprogram ElEORQ with the  primary output 
. The pertinent equation? are 
This subprogram provides the integrat ion o f  the generalized coordinates. 
Thc integrator  is an Adams-Bashforth b-point open relat ion.  PA accrnaulation 
of back value infolaat ion is required. Therefore, a Euler starter is used. 
It caa be seen i n  Figure 16 tht accelerations and ve loc i t i e s  are separately 
integrated. This is fo r  bookkeeping purposes. 
A description of calliw sequence e r g u e n t s  follow. 
BB bmber o f  integmtoro to use 
Dl' Integration interval ,  sec 
I C  Step counter. It vill be increased by one 3n retrun. 
\- M s p l a c a c n t  vector. W i l l  contain updated values on ret-;rn. 
Y. Velocity vector. W i l l  contain updated values on return. 
rd Acceleration vector. 
Subprogram IHTGPr provides an integrat ion mechanism fo r  a l l  auxil iary 
integrals .  It is iden t i ca l  i n  design and form v i t h  RPEGC except t h a t  only 
one set of integrals  are applied. 
Subprogram JElPTB is designed t o  provide a main ro tor  blade jet:fson 
sequence. 
This scbprogrem is specie1 purpose i n  tha t  it is only f o r  a %bladed sys- 
tem with a specif ic  j e t t i son  sequence. A blade is jet t isoned by removing it 
from the  generalized coordinate set, i.e., a l l  generalized coordinates are  
redefined. The generalized coordinate integrator  back values a re  a lso  shi f ted  
so tha t  integration is  not interrupted. The rotor-to-blade transformations 
a re  a l so  shi f ted ,  a d  are not redefined. Other blade dependent data affected 
is the  quasi-static pi tch horn and quasi-static torsion. 
Figure 16. - INTGCC flow diagram. 
Operationally, JEITB i s  activated f'rom F'LY a t  the  beginning of a pre- 
scribed rotor cycle (JENXC) measured troln t r i m .  Upon t h i s  first entry into 
JZTTE, main rotor blades 1, 3, and b are removed f'ro~~ the generalized coordi- 
nate set as described above. Upoa exi t ,  the number of blades (HB) hat been 
reset t o  2. At a prescribed number of integration steps l a t e r ,  n = W f 5 ,  
JElTB is reentered snd the remei- blades are Jettisoned. A t  that  time 
qursi-static pitch horn and quasi-static torsion w i l l  be turned off. Also, 
all svsshplate coordinates w i l l  be turned off .  
The user is reminded tbat some auxiliary outputs are a function of 
blade 1 data. During r Jet t ison sequence, blade 1 is redefined. Thus, mixed 
data rqy be processed. 
4 .  ACCEL - LEVEL 3 MECUl"l '  
The l e v e l  3 hierarchical  chart  fo r  ACCEL is presented i n  Figure 17. 
ACCEL, as a control. program, is simple and s t r a igh t  forward. It d i rec t s  t h e  
calcuiat ion of the  carrponents o f  the  force-mass-acceleration equation and 
evaluates the  recursion re l a t ion  
which is fundamental t o  developaent of the  RMOR I1 model. Further d e t a i l s  
coucerning t h e  subprogram ACCEL are presented i n  t h e  next section. The func- 
t ions  GFOEiCE and W S S F  depicted i n  bold-face i n  Figure 17 are t rea ted  later 
as level  4 executives. W.SS is discussed i n  this sect ion and t h e  matrix 
routines CHOSKY and KXOW are discussed i n  Section 7. 
4.1 ACCEL 
The s*tb~rogram ACCEL computes the  generalized accele l r t ion  at t i m e ,  t ,  
by applyirg t h e  recursion re l a t ion  
The incremental acceleration is provided by solving t h e  l i n e a r  equation 
The elements of t h i s  equation, the  mass matrix and t h e  force vector,  =e 
provided by subordinete -0utines. 
The variables i n  t argument l is t  are: 
CASEID 8 character case t i t l e  fo r  output purposes 
MCOMP Logical variable which controls  t h e  computation of the  mass 
matrix 
DISPMX A logica l  variable used t o  control  the  pr in t ing  of the  mass 
matrix 
IER Program e r r o r  indicator  
The de ta i i s  - f  ACCES a re  depicted ir. Figure 18. 
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Subprogram GMASS provides three functions. It determines whether a mass 
matrix i s  t o  be computed and c a l l s  MASSSP i f  required. It s h i f t s  t h e  mass 
matrix t o  working storage. This is  necessary because the  coeff ic ient  matrix 
i s  destroyed on e x i t  t r o m  CHOSKY. Finally,  GMASS w i l l  l i s t  tne  mass matrix 
if so directed. A l l  of these f'uuctions nre depicted i n  Figure 19. 
The system solut ion routine, CHOSKY, operates on double precision data 
i n  t h e  I.B.M. software. Double precision i s  not required i n  C.D.C. software 
because o f  t h e  extended word size.  











CONVERT TO DP - DOUBLE 
WORKING STORAGE PRECllOlY 
DP (IW ONLY) [ M I *  - IM1 
. 
5. SPOBCE - LEY= 4 EXECUTIVE 
GFORCE is  a four th  l e v e l  executive cont ro l  program. I t c  primary output 
is  t h e  generalized force vector ,AF,  which is  defined i n  COMMON as DEW. The 
elements of GFORCE a r e  depicted i n  Figure 23. GFORCP and i t s  subordinate 
rout ines  are presented i n  t h i s  chapter.  
5 .1 GFORCE 
This subprogram assembles t h e  generalized force  vec tor  by o p t i u n a i 2  
computing t h e  required subsystem f c - = e  vectors .  This is bes t  depicted i n  
Figure 21. The assexbled force vector  would look l i k e  
NBS x 1 
NSP x 1 
m x 1  
NREF x 1 
i m x 1  
i f  all subsystems were t r iggered.  
Subprogram GFORCE has only one argument, IER. If an e r r o r  i s  detected i n  
SWEEP, IER i s  s e t  t o  999 and con t ro l  r e tu rns  t o  ACCEL. 
5.2 Msi3 Rotor Analysis 
Subprogram SWEEP and i t s  i n i t i a l i z a t i o n  en t ry  bWEEP1, computer main r o t o r  
blade forces  and generalized mass elements. To t h i s  end ' ade e l m  n t  not ions,  
p a r t i a l s ,  and aerodynamic forces  a r e  also coqtr ted.  mi. ; t h e  m. _ o r  program 
computation sequence, and w i l l  only be o u t l i n e i  here. References t c  V o b e  I 
w i l l  be made where required. Other subordinate rout ines  a r e  presented i n  t h i s  
sec t ion  a l so .  
5.2.1 SWEEP1, SWEEP. - The chief  output of SWEEP is t h e  b! ade root  forces  ar,d 
generalized mass in t eg ra l s .  The forces can be presented as 

K g '  
Figure 21. - GFORCE f low diagram. 
b ie re  t h e  in tegra t ion  is over a l l  blade s t a t i o n s ,  k. The above set of 
i n t eg ra l s  are generated f o r  each blade n=l ,  --, NB. 
F'urther, t h e  nass in t eg ra l s  can be presented as 
where t h e  in tegra t ion  is over t h e  blade s t a t i ons  and f o r  each blade. Also, 
t h e  matrix [M] i s  symmetric. 
n.e [Pi] matrices a r e  subsets of ?.he p a r t i a l  der iva t ive  matrix defined 
below. For each blade and s t a t i o n  
Identify the f i r s t  four rows  of the partial  derivative matrix as 
P3I  
also define the blade forces 
The evaluation of the above partials and forces require the evaluation of 
the blade element motions and aerodynamic forces 
Blade element notions are treated i n  de ta i l  i n  Section L. 5.5 of Volume I. 
a o s e  equations vill not be repeated. ' .ather, program aares for certain key 
w a n t i t i e s  v i l l  5e presented. 
= YDD 
ZDD 
Blade eie~ent freestrem atsolute acceleration 
Blade element angular ve loc i t i e s  and accelerations 
Part in1 derivative matrices are identified as 
where 
The nerodynamic force vector is 
?!ode s h a ~ e  da ta  i s  ava i lab le  i n  a r ray  fox= 
where t h e  a r ray  dimension de f in i t i on  is 
(2, 3, 20) (COORD, MODE, STATION) 
MCOEF (2, 3, 20) 
.WOEFP \ 2, 3, 20) Frine values (der iva t ives)  
FBIB ( 2 ,  31 Feather bearing inboard 
FEOB ( 2 ,  3 )  Feather bearing outboard 
5.2.1.1 Rotor Blade Spa t i a l  Integrat ion.  - All  force  and mass i n t e g r a l s  over 
t h e  blade a r e  cmputed from t h e  inboard t o  t h e  outboard s t a t i ons .  The numer- 
i c a l  algorithm used is  t r a ~ e z o i d a l  in tegra t ion .  Let FI  s tand f o r  t h e  funct icn 
( integrand)  t o  be integrated and F f o r  t h e  in tegra l .  
Then t h e  algcrithrs proceeds as follows. 
Evaluate FI' i.e. FI(xl)  
Set F' i.e. F ( x ~ )  = c 
In tegra te  from k= 2 ,  --- 
'STA 
'2-is process i s  p ic tured  i n  Figure 22. 
!he i n t e g r a l  equation presented above f o r  force  and m a s s  terms a r e  
s t r a i g h t .  However, t he  cur ren t  subprogram t r e a t s  each function separately.  
Therefore t h e  correspondence between program symbol and function i s  
presented. There a r e  cur ren t ly  62 functions defined f o r  each blade. 
The ar ray  s i z e  i s  F(66, 7).  t h e  integrands f o r  each funct ion are 
defined i n  t h e  FI  array. The def in i t ions  of F f o r  each blade are 
where 
R = blade radius 
B =  ti^ loss factor 
Figure 22. - SWEEP Integration. 
.c loading only 
F18 = Y[ BLE n 
Mass Integrals follow. 
loading only 
Continuing Mass Integrals: 
5.2.2 XT5210. - This i s  a spec ia l ized  matrix rout ine ,  subordinate t o  SWEEP. 
Withln SWfiEP, t h e  equations f o r  
requi re  t h e  assem?ly of ccmplex mati-ix terms which a r e  made up of transforms 
of t h ree  angles Z YFA, and A $ f .  Subprogram XTEBMO and i t s  mult iple  e n t r i e s  
provide t h e  c*cuTk&.on of these  terms. The program code has been computer 
generated by. an  a p p l i c a t i o n  o f  IBM's FORMAC program where t h e  number o f  ca l -  
c u l a t i o n s  i s  ainimized.  The subprogram e n t r i e s  a r e  desc r ibed  below. 
XTERMO - an i n i t i a l i z a t i c n  e n t r y  where t r ignomet r ic  terms o f  t h e  t h r e e  
t ransformat ion angles  are computed. 
The t h r e e  b a s i c  transformation a r e ,  i n  argument o rder ;  z Y V F A ,  A 4  f) 
s i n  Z i A  I 
- LP'A- 
0 cos z;A 
C O S  Y '  FA s i n  Y i A  0 
cos A$ f s i n  A $ f  
cos A$f  1 
The t ransforms computed on t h e  va r ious  e n t r i e s  a r e  
XTERMl 
The dot over  t h e  matr ix  i n d i c a t e s  d i f f e r e n t i a t i o n  wi th  r e s p e c t  t o  t h e  angle. 
+ ITh~n lT [T' YFA lT [ T  4 f l T  [ T ~ ~ I  
[ T I  = [+;,lT [thAIT [T I' [T;,] [TL,] A&. 
T T T 
+ [t' 1 [T 1 [+;FA] [TiFA] ZFA 53.- 
+ ( T ; ~ ~  lT [T' YFA 1' [T. 26 .- lT [TiFA] [TiFA! 
T T T 
+ [T 1 [*;FA] 
Abf 
5.2.3 COULOM. - Coulcmb f r i c t ion  is  calculated by subprogram C0UU)M. C O W  
is u e d  for  swashplate and feather bearing f r ic t ion .  
The output Functior; is of the  form shown i n  Figure 23. 
Figme 23. - Coulomb friction. 
The routine is executed by 
CALL COUIXlM (F, FC, RL, RT) 
F - output f r i c t i o n  
FC - f r i c t i o n  l imi t  
RT - argument such of if 
RL - argument l i m i t  
5.2.4 Main ro tor  blade aerodynamics. - The following +,hree routines, CLCDCM, 
STALL, and XTRPl provide main ro tor  aerodynamic coefficient  calculations. 
5 .2 .b .1  CLCDCM. - This rout ine  ca l cu la t e s  the  aerodynanic coe f f i c i en t s  
by l i n e a r  interpolat ion.  Up t o  two s e t s  of  da ta  t a b l e s  a r e  ava i lab le  i n  
labeled COWN/TAB/. This m u t i n e  is derived f r o m  a similar rout ine  i n  t h e  
h a y ' s  C-81 compLter program. 
Arguments L i s t  
IDT Data t a b l e  s e t  number. i o r  2 
ALfff LP Angle of  a t tack  f o r  CL and CD curves. U r i i t s  a r e  degrees 
AZPHCM Angle of a t t ack  fo r  CM t a b l e s  
MACH Mach number 
C P  ) Output coe f f i c i en t s  
5.2.4.2 STALL. - Subprogra. STALL appl ies  t h e  dynatzic stall  model as pre- 
sented i n  sec t ion  6.2.3.4 of 'Yolume I. These equations a r e  d i s t i l l e d  i n  
Figare 2b. 
Arguments L i s t  
ISET Aero t a b l e  s e t  number 
A Angle of a t tack ,  rad. 
M Mach number 
AYAW A r a d i a l  flow angle,   an-' (uS/uC) 
K Blade element reduced frequency 
K - C i 1 2 V  
Figure 24. - STALL flow diagram. 
Arguments L i s t  
- 
CLR 
CDR Output aero  coePficients  
CUR 
5.2.b.3 X!l!FlPl. - This is a spec i a l  l i n e a r  i n t e rpo la t ion  rout ine designed fo r  
speed. The in te rpola t ion  technique deos not requi re  t h e  c l a s s i c  t a b l e  search 
t o  f i nd  the da ta  of  i n t e r e s t .  This rou t ine  does requi re  that t h e  tabula ted  
function be evaluated a t  constant argument in te rva ls .  
Algorithm - If xo is t h e  first argument value and t h e  da t a  i s  evaluated 
at Ax i n t e rva l s ,  then t h e  loca t ion  within t h e  t a b l e  of bracketing m c -  
t i o n  values f o r  a value of  t h e  ar-ent x is ? vhere 
The brackets ind ica te  t h e  l a r g e s t  i n t ege r  vhose magnitude does not exceed 
the m i t u d e  of (x  - x o ) / ~ x .  
The in te rpola t ing  formula, based on t h e  point-slope fornula, is  given 
as 
This is shown t o  be cor rec t  i f  
x - x  = n  * A X +  ( x - x , )  
0 
i s  subs t i tu ted  i n  the  equation f o r  dx. The quan t i t i e s  x  and LX are stored 
with the  t a b l e  o f  function values. The tab le ,  T, must bg of t h e  form 
T( 1) x 0 
T ( 2 )  Number of x breakpoints - 1 
T ) ,  . . . Table data of increasing x. 
Subprogram BLADSF coapstes the generalized force vector for the blade sub- 
system. The single argument to the routine, DELQBS, is that force vector. 
The blade subsystem force vector is defined 
*.ere for each blade n 
f ~ r  all modes m = 1, ..., Nm 
Consider first, the bending made equation. The vector has been 
computed in SWEEP where 
The p o t e n t i a l  energy term is given by 
Rro damping terms are computed. The s tructura l  damping i s  given by 
The proport ional i ty  f a c t o r , C S ,  i s  contro l l ed  v i a  input.  %e spring constants ,  
K are a l s o  input. 
mj ' 





Final ly ,  t h e  damping term i s  
I n  t h e  above equations, t h e  following parameters are input  
yi - YDPI 
CUG1 : C U G l  
CMG2 E CLAG2 
The fourth mode i n  t h e  s e t  can be p i t ch  horn bending o r  dynamic tors ion.  If 
NBP # 0 then 
Subprogram HUBF computes the force vector re lat ive  t o  the hub, DELQH. 
The hub i s  not a generalized coordinate ~dbzyscem, but does provide e transi- 
t ion of forces from the main roto? to other subsystems. Equatians of inter- 
e s t  follow. 




%N + YTN 
3 
Other equations included are: 
The main term i n  t.he hub force equation is t h e  main r o t o r  force  r e l a t i v e  t o  
the  hub. 
The blade generalized forces  a r e  computed i n  SWEEP as elements of t h e  F array. 
5 . 5  SWASHF 
Subprogram SWASHF ca lcu la tes  t h e  generalized force vector  f o r  t h e  swash- 
p i a t e  subsystem, DELQSP. The svashplate subeystem cons i s t s  of  a maximum of 
t h ree  coordinates.  
The force equation is  given a s  
RT 
'fn i s  t he  feathering moment computed i n  SWEEP. The f r i c t i o n a l  fo rce  vector  1s 
where the  f r i c t i o n a l  functions a r e  determined by e n t r i e s  t o  t h e  subprogran: 
COULOM. 
The term ~ A F )  a s  wr i t ten  above is a ( 3  x 1) vector  with t h e  s t a t e d  
coordinate ordering. The de f in i t i on  is  given below i n  t h e  standard (6 x 1 )  
form f o r  clarity. 
(COS 0 ( I X X ;  + pr  (iZZ - l y y ) )  + s i n  e Izz $)SP 
(IXX - I z z ) ) s p  
The poten t ia l  energy and d iss ipa t ion  functions are presented below. The 
angular coordinates are t r ea t ed  separa te ly  f-cm Zsp. 
;in2 JI 
c  i (KdJsp - ) s i n  + CCF '4 OS? 1 
and 
cos O c  s i n  J I C  k j  d = [.sin+. CoS, 1 
A 
Define a  cont ro l  load 
A stop load i s  modeled. 
o t h e m s e  
7 Z cmrdinate loads are given by the folloufng equaticns. If 1 ZSpi i -;,. S then 
JU - 
- - 0 "  + F  
iZSp "SP c 
Othervise 
The above equations contain a great deal o f  data. The equation symbols, corre- 
swnding prograa; symbols and input addresses are l i s ted .  









The reader  can reference Sect ian 5.9 of Voiume I of t h i s  report  fo r  addi- 
t i c n a l  con t ro l  system explanation. 
Subprogram SHAFTF computes t he  generalized force  vector ,  D E L S .  Tne force  
eq.lation i s  
'=he hub force  vector is computed i n  BUEF and passed as an fnput argument. Since 
the  s h a f t  coordinate set can be a subset of  t h e  standard s i x  coordinates,  t k e  
Ks and Cs coef f ic ien t  = t r i c e s  have been assemble? i n  t h e  d a t a  preparation 
subprogram DTPREP. The matrices a r e  Ns x Ns symmetric. m e  reader  cac refer-  
ence Section 5.7 of Volume I for  fu r the r  information on t h e  shaf t  force 
equations. 
Subprogram REFF computes t he  reference s y s t e ~  general ized force vector,  
DELQF. The force equation i s  
+ R • (ATmc} REF 
The hub force vector i s  computed in HUBF and passed to REFF via the 
argument l i s t .  The fuselage force vector i s  given by 
upper right [;;; :: ] 
The fuselage aero loads depicted by jdbAjF are computed in subprogram LOADS. 
The t a i l  rotor and engine contributions are 
REF 
The above equations caa be referexiced i n  Section 5.8 of Volume I. 
Subprogram LOADS computes a t o t a l  vector  of nomain r o t o r  aerodynmic 
loads i n  fuselage coordinates. This force  vec tor  is the  primary vector  of 
t he  reference systen! force vector.  The loads sumnation is given by 
where <La jl stands f o r  t o t a l  body loads, {b 1 is t a i l  r o to r  loads,  and -:Lp), 
is  t h e  th rus to r  : ads vector.  Program symbols a r e  
D 
/G SIWA (dens i ty  r a t i o )  
The equations a r e  s t r a i g h t  forward but extensive. The reader snould r e f e r  tc 
Sections 6.3, 6.4, 6.5, ar.d 6.6 of Volume I f o r  equation development. 
Subprogram ROTURF computes the generalized force for the rotor (engine) 
subsystem, D E W .  The system i s  a one-coordinate system and the equation i s  
given by 
where 
The reader can refer t o  Section 5.10 o f  Volume I for equation development. 
6. MASSSP - LEVEL k EXECUTIVE 
MASSSP is  a l e v e l  4 executive cont ro l  progrm. Its p r i n a r r  output  IS 
t he  general ized mass matrix. The elements of !USSSP a r e  depicted i n  Fip- 
ure  25. A s  i n  t h e  development of t h e  force  vector ,  a s a b s y s t e ~  approach is 
followed. 
The generalized m s  matrix is  symmetric pos i t i ve  d e f i n i t e .  Thus, only 
ha l f  t h e  matrix is computed. A schematic of  a complete mass matrix i s  pre- 
sented i n  Figure 26. 
This subprogram con t ro l s  t h e  assembly of t h e  general ized mass rzatrix. 
Each model subsystem is  developed ind iv idua l ly  as required. The required 
subsysterc coupling matrices are s tored  i n  t h e  general ized mass a a t r i x  v i a  a 
u t i l i t y  rou t ine ,  RIGTOR. The subsysten diagonal matrices are s to red  b:r t he  
u t i l i t y  rout ine,  DWMR. The blade suhsystem mass matr ix  i s  handled d i r e c t l y  
by i t s  development rout ine,  BLACSM. 
The subsystem matr ices ,  t h e i r  s i z e s ,  and t h e  l oca t ion  o f  each within tfie 
g e n e m i z e d  =ass matrix are l i s t e d  belov. 
f 
Location Within Gen. 
Sk t r ix ,  M(i, j f  
i j 4
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Figure 26. - Generalized m6ss matrix. 
The flow of  MASSSF i s  depicted i n  Figure 27. Routines f o r  each model 
subsystem are e a s i l y  recognized. Tvo o ther  rou t ines  i d e n t i f i e d  are ZEROW 
and HUBM. These rou t ines  compute intermediate mass mati'ices which a r e  used i n  
developing t h e  required coupling matrices.  
This rou t ine  s t o r e s  a subsyst?m diagonal mass matr ix  i n t o  t h e  general ized 
mass matrix. The subsystem and general ized mass matr ix  are i n  symmetric s to r -  
age mode form. 
Arguments L i s t  
Subsysteb coordinate vector  loca t ion  within t h e  general ized 
coord. vector  
N Subsystem s i z e  
!+SUB Subsystem diagonal mass matrix 
!SP Generalized mass matrix.  
Subroutine DMSTJR is depicted i n  Figure 28. 
'i'his subprogram s t o r e s  a subsystem rectangular  coupling matrix %,(n, m) 
in20 t h e  proper loca t ions  within t h e  generalized mass matrix which i s  ~n 
synmetric s torage  mode. 
hrgunents L i s t  
i Submatrix dimensions MSvJB(N, M) 
N E i A  Rov de f in i t i on  i n  DIMENSION statement f o r  MSUB 
MSUB Submatrix 
I 
J Logical l oca t i cn  o f  MSUB(1, 1 )  within t h e  general ized mass 
matrix 
MSP Generalized mass matrix. 
* BL-UP 
ur B L - S  
M S S P - ~  
MREF B L - ~  
MRE F s p - ~ ~  
MREF S ~ f l  
Fldure 27. - MASSSP flow diagram. 
Figure 27. - Concluded. 
Figure 2H. - DMSTOR flow diagram. 
The problem 4-s, given the  s i z e  of the  rect,an!ydar submatrix (n,  m ) ,  t o  
loca te  the o r ig in  within the log ica l  generalized matrix, MiJ T h ~ n  
MsUB (k, h )  -, M ( i  - 1 + k ,  j - 1 +  k )  
The r e a l  mass matrix i s  i n  symmetric s torage mode, i . e . ,  i n  vector  form. How- 
ever, an element, S,  of t h e  vector corresponds t o  t h e  matrix element q r  where 
The fical algorithm is then 
MsUB (k, h! - ~ ( t  - 1 + h! 
where 
f o r  
k = 1, ..., r~ 
This i s  depicted i n  the  Figure 29. 
6.3 BLADSM 
The subprogram BLADSM assembles t h e  elements of t he  blade subsystem gen- 
e ra l ized  mass. The ?.ise of intermediate matrices i s  minimizer' becausa of t hc  
specialized form 01' t he  subsystem. Data i s  s t o r e i  d i r e c t l y  i n t o  tne  general- 
i z e d  mass matrix,  MSP, which i s  t he  only quantity i n  t h e  argument l i s t .  
Figure : 3. - REGTOR f l o w  diagram. 
The syrrmetric cass nxitrix for  each blade, n, can be fu r the r  expanded as 
The subscript ,  A, i d e n t i f i e s  blade bending modes. The number of bending 
nodes, Nmb, i s  optional.  The addi t ion  of  another mode, 8 ,  is  a l s o  optional.  
I f  t he  input NBP = 1, then i ? =  SPh, where B stands f o r  p i t c h  horn bending 
( e l a s t i c  featheriog) .  I f  t h e  input NFT = iyhthen B =  4 where (T stands f o r  
dynamic tors ion.  Also, note, t h a t  t h e  number of blades:'%, is opt ional .  
Current limits on blade coordinates a r e  
Nb NB 7 blades 
Nmb NME 3 bending modes per  blade 
N d ~  IiRP 1 e l a s t i c  feathering mode per blade 
N 4 ~  NPT 1 dynamic torsion mode per blade. 
NJP an2 A are mutually exclusive. 
?T 
The mass matrix defini t ions t o  be given below are i n  terns of kass in te-  
grals developed i n  subproqram SWEEP. Blade force end mss in tegra ls  a r e  stored 
i n  an array Fi Expanded def in i t ions  can be found i n  the  sect ion or, SUEE?. 
, no 
For each blade, n, the  elements of  the  symmetric matrix fh' 8, _ iz s ~ ~ e t r i c  
storage niode are 
and if N3* # 0 
othervise 
The u t i l i t y  routine, DIGTOR, is used t o  load each [%T ~r 1 in to  as each 
blade i s  evaluated. 
Tfie subprogram ZERORM computes a stt o f  intermediate matrices for use by 
other routines. These include M and Mo OR The rationale is t o  c o l l e c t  a l l  blade-dependent data in  a pseudo system a& is ca l led  zero o f  the rotor, thus 
the subscript (OR). The matrix definit ions are 
vnere 
where 
Cant inuing with the def in i t ions ,  
vhere for all blade bending modes, n, 
Actually, the calms used are J = 1, ..., Nmb. If  Ryp #0 then 
Othervise 
[MOBLB] is not defined. 
n 
The partill derivative ( a ~ = / a  is o f  the spec ia l  form 
Therefore, the implementation o f  [M ] and [ n ~ ~ ]  proceeds u follows. 
Re-define OR 
where 
and for each blade, n, 
'11 = %, [ 'R-BL ] 1 ['R-BL ] 
'12 = [ 'R-BL ] [%LOl2 ] ['R-BL ] 
n 
F i n a l l y ,  part i t i o n  
then 
Note t h a t  t h e  subscripted F's a r e  mass i n t e g r a l s  developed i n  subprogram 
SWEEP. The blade mass, xuBL, and i n e r t i a s  IXXBL, IYYBL, 7 are  calculated LABL 
i n  subprogram INIT a s  v e l l  a s  t h e  transformation matrices fmm ro to r  t o  blade, 
[ T ~ - ~ ~  ] and the  partial derivat ive (a9f/a~ph). 
13 
The main ro tor  hub serves as another pseudo system f o r  gathering informa- 
t i o n  used by other subsystems. Subprogram HUM accepts tvo matrices as input 
d i r e c t 4  thmugh t h e  ca l l ing  sequence [&R] and [ w p g ~ ] .  It computes and 
outputs three matrices [%BL], [%I, and [MOW]. The def in i t ions  of  these  
matrices follow. 
The transmission mount mass matrix, [M ] i s  cons4*ant and computed once 
i n  subprogram INIT. The mass of the  swashp?k! i n  hub coordinates is 
The partial  (arOR/a~Bi coupling the  rotor to the hub is computed i n  sub- 
p r o m  PDERN. Other def in i t ions  include 
m E SPMASS Z ~ ~ ( 1 3 9 )  SP 
6.6 SWASHM 
This routine computes the necessary swashplate mass matrices. These in- 
clude the swashplate-blade system coupling matrix an6 the swashplate-swashplate 
symmetric mass matrix. The coupliap natrices  [ M ~ ~ ~ ~ ]  and [%SP] are a l so  com- 
puted. The matrix def in i t ions  follow. 
where 
If llgp $0 (pitch-horn bending) 
or if N9 #O (dynamic torsion) 
T 
otherwise 
M E 0  
X 
Further definitions include for each blade n 
M,$ = F , m = 1, ..., Nmb flm 19*m,n 
The folloving partial derivatives are also required. 
the partial of  feathering angle wrt the generalized 
a % ~  j swashplate coordinates 
n 
Alsc, the partial of the feathering angle w r t  the generalized rotor coordinate 
i s  
where 
a$f 
- = 4s sin (iBL 
3% 
iR) - BIS C O S  ( P ~ ~  c ~ )  
n n 
The swashplate - swashplate matrix is  
The swashplate coordinate set i s  not standard nor are  they grouped i n  s stand- 
ard order. With t h i s  i n  mind, t h e  fol lowing mass matrix and p a r t i a l  der ivat ive  
matrix are based on the  coordinate d e f i n i t i o n s :  
SP 
s i n  OSp 
The program implementation of the above definitions follows. If NSP = 1, 
i.e,, ZSP coordinate only, then 
otherwise in symmetric storage mode 
(1) = I 2 2 sin d S p  
=SP 
In symmetric storage mode, MSpBS i" a vector of l e n g t h  NSp ' INSp + 1)/2 
Fina l ly  
The remaining output matrices a r e  
The p a r t i a l s  a r e  not  delined e x y l i c i t l y .  The pa r t i cu l a r  form of 
w i l l  be determined a s  follows. 





cos 0 SP + I ZZsp T ~ ~ ~ 3 1  s i n  A I 'SP CS? T ~ s ~ 2 1  
( 6  x 3)  
cos  eSP + I sin Ssp 0 
"SP Tsp32 IyySp 'ESP~L 12 
cos eSP + I s i n  asp I 
z z ~ ~  T ~ p 3 3  YY Sf ' 3 ~ ~ 2 3  
and the f inal  
The m t r i x  [bBL'fl is defined in  ZERORM. The p r t i a l  { a;o,L/3i 0 ~ 1 ,  is 
not available exp l i c i t l y  but i s  define& as 
Z~b-:r%rr- SHAFPn computes the mass matrices required to represect the 
shaft as a x d e l  subsystem. Matrices input include [ ~ B B ~ ] ,  [ M,] and 
I$!. Yatriees output are defined belov. 
The part ia l  13 r OB/ar is defined in PDFi(1V. 
Subprogram REFW compu+,es the mess matrices necessary to  describe the 
reference subsystem. Input matrices include [bLI, [%PI, [&IS 1 r [%RH 1 s [%I, and 1% ] . Output matrices are defined belov. 
F 
The matrix [&)IF is a constant and computed once i n  INIT. The part ia l  
/ J T ~ ~ ~ ~  is computed in PDERIV. The partial  connecting the fuselage t o  
the reference system i s  def'ined a s  
Subprogram ROMRM computes the rass matrices necessary t o  describe the 
rotor subsystem. The s;lbsystem matrices are defined below followed by im- 
pleaentation information. 
where 
The following matrices are input, [ M O R B ~ I ,  [%RSPl , t~~~~ I ,  [ M ~ ~ ~ ~  I ,  
[bR]. Other matrices and part ia l  derivatives are defined belov. Final ly ,  
the implementation o f  the individual terms i n  the above equations are pre- 







3 T {+I REF = [ I ]  , {q 3Tm = [I] 
Mass definit ions include 
Terms are nov def -bed as 
cos i s  
-2 -Y [-: -: 11 
_------ 
ccs as sSn : S 












0, 0, 0, - I  sin eS cos +Sp cos eSp sin eSP, 0, -I cos ctSF ZZs~ " SP Zzs~ 
Note the fo.-th element is approximately Zero. 


7. MATRIX ROUTINES 
Throughout t h e  documentation, reference is  made t o  Nl Storage Mode and 
Symmetric Storage Mode. This r e f e r s  t o  t h e  manner i n  which a matrix r e s ides  
i n  core storage. A matrix s tored  i n  F'ull Storage Mode assumes t h e  normal 
s torage a t t r i b u t e s  a s  d i c t a t ed  by FORTRAN f o r  two-dimensional arrays.  
Symmetric Storage Mode is used i n  order  t o  minimize memory requirements. 
Only the  elements on and belov t h e  main diagonal of symmetric matrices a r e  
stored. The order  and occurence o f  these  elements i n  coro a r e  as follows: 
Assume [ A ]  i s  a symmetric matrix and [B] i s  a vector.  Then 
An n by n matrix i n  Symmetric Storage Mode i s  reduced t o  a vector  09 length  
n(n  + 1)/2 where t h e  element i j  can be found a s  t h e  eiement k of the  vector B, 
where k = (i (i - 1 ) / 2 )  + j fo r  i 2 j. Storing a matrix i n  t h i s  manner e f f e c t s  
a savings of n (n  - 1 ) / 2  core locat ions.  
The Cholesky decompositicr: rout ine,  CHOSKY, is  s p e c i f i c a l l y  designed t o  
operate on a matrix i n  SymmeLric Stor-e Mode a s  is  t h e  output rout ine,  
MX3UT. 
The rout ine,  COYiS, w i l l  convert a matrix from Fu l l  t o  Symmetric Storage 
Mode. The remainin3 rout ines ,  MXMULF and ML'MULF a r e  standard matrix mult iply 
routines.  
7.1 CHOSKY 
Within REXOR 11, t h e  equations of motion a r e  s t a t ed  
where 
M and AF are given. ~q can be computed by first inver t ing  M then performing 
the  indicated mult,iplication. A more e f f i c i e n t  method is t o  solve fo r  t he  
product d i r e c t l y  by solving t h e  l i n e a r  system 
for  ( h a ) .  It is fu r the r  known t h a t  t h e  mass matrix,  [MI ,  is pos i t i ve  d e f i n i t e  
and symmetric. Subprogram CHOSKY i s  a geaeral  algorithm f o r  t h e  so lu t ion  of 
simultaneous equations of  t h e  form 
where the  coef f ic ien t  matrix is  pos i t i ve  d e f i n i t e ,  symnctric. The algorithm 
i s  a Cholesky decompositior? of [ A ] ;  followed by a forward-backward subs t i tu t ion .  
The algorithm is  presented below. 
Choleslor method f o r  symmetric. pos i t i ve  d e f i n i t e  matrices.  
Theorem: L e t  A be symmetric, pos i t i ve  de f in i t e .  Then A can be factored i n  
t h e  forn 
where L is a lower t r i angu la r  matrix ( i  .e., L = ( l i J  ) where 1 = 0 f o r  j i) . i j  
Cholesky !!iethod: Let A be n x n, symmetric, pos i t i ve  d e f i n i t e  




: '. L is lower triangular which implies 11 = 0 for  k > i. Therefore, ik 
This eqyration forms the basis o f  the decomposition. The elements o f  L are 
fomd as follows. 
a l so  
leads t o  
can be solved for iii. Therefore 
Finally, 
giving 
With the decomposition of A accomplished, the system of in teres t  cen be 





Solve Lg = b by forward substitution. 
Namely 
and 
Finally,  X can be found by backward substitution. 
The above equatims form the algorithm. 
The a r w e n t s  i n  t h e  CISSKY subprogram c a l l i n g  sequence a r e  
Ar~umtnts  L i s t  
Aa input vector of length N(X + i)/2 containing t h e  I: x S 
pos i t ive  d e f i n i t e  symmetric a s t r i x  s tored  i n  sycnsetric storage 
mode fonn. 
B Input matrix of dimension Ii x TY containing the  r i g h t  O a c Z  
s ides  o f  t h e  equation AX = B. 
Un output, t h e  I x Z so lu t ion  matr ix (X) r e ~ l a c e s  (3). 
H Crder of [ A ]  and t h e  umber of  row o f  3. 
M Row de f in i t i on  o f  B I n  c a l l i n g  program. 
L Hmber of r i g h t  hand s ides  (columns i n  3). 
I= Error indica tor  
= G no- r e tu rn  
' 0  ind ica tes  t he  input o a t r i x  is algori-bhmicnlly 
not pos i t i ve  de f in i t e .  ID. v i t h  contain t h e  
index of t h e  rov vhich fa i led .  
The pos i t ive  d e f i n i t e  t e s t  is as fol lous.  m i l e  f~,rning the  e l e ~ e n t s  of 
the deccqosed matrix, L, t h e  argume~t of t h e  square rcot F ~ ~ c t i o r .  is tes ted .  
A r 
then t'ie procedure is terminated. h e  c c e t f i c i e t t  n e t r l r ,  A, is  5estroye& 
on exi t .  
The subprogram C l i O S T  is computed i n  b u b l e  prec is ion  on IB! hardvare. 
This means the  matrices A and B a r e  double precis ion.  The CDC version is 
s ingle  precision. 
This routine is a matrix storage mode con~ersion routine. It converts a 
f ~ i l  symmetric rcatrix to a mtrix in symmetric storage mode. 
Arguments List 
A Input matrix of dimension 19 x I. 
rZ Order of matrix A. 
I A Row Gimttsion of A as spciiied in the calling p r o g w .  
B Output vector of diwnsion H (B + 1 j /2  containing 
ziatrix A in synmetric storage mode. 
Ac n x n matrix 5.n symmetric storage made is redaced to a vector of 
length n(n + 1)/2 atre the element ij can be found as the elanent k of the 
vector B, where k = ii (i - 11/21 + j for i ? 3 .  
7.3 -YxOUT 
This routine prints a astrix which is stored in symmetric storage mode. 
Arguments List 
A :Jane of matrix to be printed. 
M Number of rows and colmus of A. 
K Bumber of lines already printed. 
Output is to FOEITRA!! u i t  6 .  The rcntine will page eject after 55 lines. 
KXXJLF is a matrix m~l~iplication routine, where the matrices ar? in Full 
Storage Mode. 
Arguments List 
A (LXM) matrix 
B (M)Oll) matrix 
L Maximma value of f i r s t  subscript  of A 
M Maximum value of second subscript of A and f i r s t  sxbscri;t 
of B 
N Maxi- value of second subscript  of B 
IA Value of f i r s t  index i n  DINEHSIOI? statement for  A 
I B  Value of f i r s t  index i n  DIMEIEIOH s tatanent  for  3 
C Resultant matrix, (LX!?) 
I C  'Valxe of  f i r s t  index i n  DIMES103 statement for  C 
The mult ipl icat ion is  performed i n  double precision. 
This subprogram perfoms a lcatrix m a t i p l i c a t i o n  of the  transpose of a 
matrix A by a matrix E. me matrices are i n  Rill Storage Mode. 
Arguments L i s t  
A (LxN) input matrix 
B (LXN) input matrix 
L Nmker of rows i n  A and B 
M limber of colusns i n  A and rows in  C 
R Humbet of c o l ~ s  i n  B and C 
IA Row dimension of A a s  specif ied i n  ca l l ing  progrm 
I B  Row dimension of B 
C Resultant matrix (MXH) 
I C  Row dimension of C in  ca l l ing  program 
:he multipl icat ion is  performed i n  double precision. 
%is sec t ion  is not intended t o  be a coaprehensive programing guide, 
but r a the r  a fev h i n t s  concerning t h e  extension of  t h e  program i n  t h e  arsa 
of  input/output. 
8.1 kddlng ParaJaeters t c  Input Se t  
A l l  program data  vhich is user  changeable v i a  input  r e s ides  i n  a da t a  
=ray, X, vhich is assigned t o  t h e  labe led  CCHMCB/I~~VT/ as follows 
Not all  of t h e  3000 addresses have been assigned t o  input .  This can be seen 
i n  Table 3-1 of  Volune 111, where all addresses are defined. Those vhich are 
a~de f ine t i  a s  of t h i s  wri t ing are indicated as nopen". I f  one vishes t o  
def ine a neir irpt, 'ind an undefined address i n  t h e  t a b l e  and equivalence t h e  
nev p a m e t e r  t o  t h e  appropriate  address. For example, assume a nev input 
is required, ICXW, and an open address is found, 20. Then simply declare  
i n  those rout ines  necessary. A copy o f  t h e  labeled CCWOE statement 
is a l s o  required. Another f a c t  should be pointed out.  The array, RP-, is a 
REAL var iab le  and al l  i n p ~ t s  are read as REU data.  If an input  i s  required 
i n  in teger  form, then define t h e  cev - m e t e r  across an equal siga, 
Accurate records of assigned addresses should be kept t o  avoid conf l i c t s .  
8.2 Adding Variables t o  Wim Set 
Program var iab les  a v a i l a t l e  f o r  t r i m  cont ro l  or function d e f i n i t i o n  are 
found i n  t he  t a b l e  vhich dr ives  t h e  RETRVE/STDRE rout ine.  The table is  a 
fonr  of i nd i r ec t  addressing. The t a b l e  can be easily extended. Currently,  
var iables  defined i n  blank COMMON and /INPUT/ l abe led  COl4WN can be accom- 
modated by extending t h e  t a b l e  and indica t ing  i n  which COMMON t h e  new 
var iab le  resides.  Also include t h e  address within that COMMON. A study 
of Figure 12 w i l l  ind ica te  t h e  simple coding change required t o  add a nev 
labeled COMMON t o  t h e  tab le .  
8 . 3  Adding Quantities t o  Output Set 
The general mechanism by vhich t he  output signal set is  defined has beer, 
discussed elsevhere i n  t h i s  v o l m  a s  vell as i n  Volume 111. The key itern 
t o  remember is tha t  any program variable defined i n  blank ZM!ON can te ckcsen 
Tor the  signal set. 
Blank COM4OB contains all t h e  program variables considered output 
material as of t h i s  vr i t ing .  A aechanism for  extending the set :?as beer. 
provided, namely, the vector CUT3 at the end of COMMOfl and the subprogram 
AUXOUT. 
me axxil lary output routine,  AUXOUT, defines elements of  t h e  output 
vectoz, CUTD. To include a new output, define a heretofore --defined element 
of OED. Thus, i ts o u t p ~ x  ident i f ica t ion  is defined. It should be stress& 
t h a t  blank CCMMON should not be redefined i n  any way. Any a l t e r a t i s n  of 
t h e  order of  variables i n  C M O N  vill invalidate current outpct idectifications. 
9. PROGRAM CROSS REFERENCE Y ?  
The collect ion of subprograms vhich const i tu te  RMOR I1 contain many 
cross-referenced C W O N  blocks and subroutines. Figuye 3G is presented as an 
a id  t o  developing t h e  source and usage of any particular item. The v e r t i c a l  
l i s t i n g  i n  t h i s  f igure gives all  the  routines, and naaes o r  unnamed (one) 
CC(L1&0J blocks used i n  REXOR 11. A second column, headed 'T', gives the  use 
af t he  entry. The coding used is  'Me f o r  main program, tSt  f o r  subroutine, 
'E' fo r  entry of a subroutine, 'C' fo r  common block. Tbe list of names is 
i n  alphabetical order and numbered. The alphabetizing i s  by main t o  sub- 
routines v i t h  a subalphabetizing 029 entry points  under each subroutine. The 
CLBIMOX blocks a r e  l i s t e d  last except f o r  subroutines not included i n  the  
source deck. These subroutines a r e  usually part of  t h e  computer operating 
(precompiled) package, and not par t icular ly  associated v i t h  REXOR TI. The 
numbering is repeated horizontally, and corresponds t o  the  v e r t i c a l  name list. 
The ve r t i ca l  list 01:the lefk-hand side is t h e  c a l l i n g  o r  ac t ive  routine 
o r  element, and the  horizontal l i n e  lists the  routines ca l led  o r  referenced. 
Kumbers a t  gr id  intersect ions shov the re  is a reference and t h e  level -f 
reference. Cne ic2icates a d i rec t  reference. Tvo o r  three shov the re  a r e  
one o r  tm  i n t e c e d i a t e  references, respectively. Note t h a t  a subroutine name 
rill shov all t h e  references t o  all the  entry points bounded by t h a t  m e .  
3y el i s ina t ion ,  the  references associated vith t he  subroutine name up t o  t h e  













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































10. PROGRAM LISTmG 
h e  t o  the largc number of psges i n  the REXOR I1 program source l i s t i n g ,  
t h i s  material is lisadled under a separate binder. Copies mgy be obtained from 
the distributing agency, NASA, Langiey 3esearch Center, H-ton, Virginia. 
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